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“a hidden meaning, jus’ like de Bible . . . de inside meanin’ of words”
（Zora Neale Hurston, Mules and Men）
In Zora Neale Hurston’s Their Eyes Were Watching God, consistent critical attention perhaps
has focused on the protagonist Janie Crawford’s achievement of “voice,” an achievement of articu-
lating a repressed and silenced black female’s story, in order to shape her own story. Questing for
self-discovery, self-possession, and self-definition, these critics celebrate her ability to free herself
from “confinement” by “authority.” These focuses of the text actually cannot be separated from
the narrative formation, which has also been much discussed by critics. Jürgen C. Wolter, for
instance, introduces two cultural principles, that is, the dualism of history and story, of the narra-
tive forms in Their Eyes; the linearity of the literate tradition as Western/white/male and the circu-
larity of orality as African/black/female. He then asserts that Their Eyes synthesizes these two
principles, blending the linear quest pattern with the African-American circular form of call-and-
response. If we can see his assertion in the correlation between protagonist’s growth and the nar-
rative forms of the text of Their Eyes, it is also possible to connect philosophical concerns to the
cultural principles.
In Narrative and Consciousness: Literature, Psychology and the Brain, Gary D. Fireman, Ted
E. McVay, and Owen J. Flanagan present the correlation between narrative, self and conscious-
ness. They state, “The stories we tell to ourselves and others, for ourselves and others, are a cen-
tral means by which we come to know ourselves and others, thereby enriching our conscious
awareness” (3). Narrative pervades our lives, and narrative construction is essential not merely to
experience, but to “conscious” experience. Self-awareness and self-knowledge are, therefore, con-
structed “to a significant degree through narrative as we compose and assemble stories for our-
selves and our world”; and “through narrative we would learn about our selves, as well as our
community and our social world” (4). With these theories in mind, I will explore the linear and cir-
cular concepts of narrative form, pursuing the process of the protagonist’s change from a (seem-
ingly) voiceless girl under oppression to a narrator of self-consciousness. Thus, the interplay
among narrative, language, memory, and consciousness will be revealed in Zora Neale Hurston’s
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I
With regard to the philosophical concerns about personal identity, according to Gillian Einstein
and Owen Flanagan, John Locke’s view explains a resolute cognitive-linguistic view, namely, “what
distinguishes the identity of a plant or a cockroach, for example, from the identity of a person is
that although all three possess biological continuity and organic integrity, only a person possesses
semantic, autobiographical memory” (209). Cognitively, in Einstein and Flanagan’s view of Locke,
human beings are “persons only insofar as they can hold in their heads, and tell, the stories of
their lives”; and in turn personhood is constituted by “the ability to remember the things one has
done and the things that have happened in one’s life” (209). So if we follow the concept of person-
al identity as described by Locke, it is almost certainly a necessary condition for the protagonist to
remember, tell, and retell what has happened to her and what she has done in the continuity of her
memory.
Representing the protagonist’s life as progressive in chronological order, starting with the past
of her grandmother to her successive marriages, Hurston exhibits linear narrative in the narrative
formation of Their Eyes in terms of Janie’s social and psychological development. Janie seemingly
learns from successive events (including marriages) and grows towards self-understanding. The
novel’s structure is mainly presented by four consecutive love relationships; each relationship
brings about, more or less, a change in another stage of Janie’s life. Donald R. Marks divides these
four relationships into two categories, control and passion, which signify two conflicting ideologi-
cal positions (152).
In the former category are Janie’s first marriage to Logan Killicks and her second marriage to
Joe Starks, and these describe the dominant social structure, which supports the class distinctions
of bourgeois capitalism. Hurston categorizes the social system and cultural structure, especially as
represented by Starks, as oppressive and economically unbalanced. This consideration at the
same time leads us to an association with the postcolonial image of “becoming-animals,” since it
shows that it is through the authoritative power in “human systems of inclusion and exclusion that
the animal has become emptied, invisible” (Punter 147). According to David Punter, the image of
“becoming-animals” serves “the purpose of extending dominion, and in turn it reinforces the domi-
nators’ claim to be extending civilisation through the slaughter of the very people who, from
another perspective, are supposed to be benefiting from it” (146). For Janie and Eatonville’s other
citizens, Starks is a kind of affluent white man, who builds a “white house” in the all-black town:
“The rest of the town looked like servants’ quarters surrounding the ‘big house.’ . . . And look at
the way he painted it―a gloaty, sparkly white” (47). Completely controlling the town’s economic
institutions, and suggesting the class distinctions of bourgeois capitalism, Starks is a figure of the
white slaveowner, in the words of Henry Louis Gates, Jr. “the text’s figure of authority” (qtd. in
Simmons 183). He beats Janie and the other townspeople physically and psychologically into sub-
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mission through theories of black cognitive and moral inferiority since he “loves obedience out of
everybody under de sound of his voice” (49). Starks’s insistence on the submission of Janie and
the townspeople is hence due to both a kind of class-conscious elitism and his capitalist ambition.
Hurston recognizes that authoritative figures are able to exercise a power 1) that allows them, as in
the case of Starks, to replicate the authority by which whites have oppressed African-Americans.
Janie in fact feels that “she slept with authority and so she was part of it in the town mind” and the
townspeople also “murmured hotly about slavery being over” (46―7).
As many critics point out, Janie’s confinement is represented by her first two husbands, Killicks
and Starks; Janie’s self, trapped in her status as object, is then a divided self, which echoes the
dual consciousness code defined by W.E.B. DuBois.2) Janie’s double consciousness results mostly
from the authoritative power of Starks, his insistence on her silent subservience in the psychologi-
cally and physically limited role as wife of Mayor that he has assigned to her. Being a symbolical
figure of authority, what he calls “big voice” (46), Starks insists that Janie is devoid of oratory, say-
ing, for instance: “Mah wife don’t know nothin’ ‘bout no speech-makin’. Ah never married her for
nothin’ lak dat. She’s uh woman and her place is in de home” (43), and simultaneously depriving
her of a “united” consciousness. In a passage after he violently slaps her, a slap which Janie in a
sense seems to receive as a socially acceptable expression of authority and perhaps possessive
love, Janie’s defensive self-division is strikingly exhibited, not only reflecting her feeling of power-
lessness but also encoding the black cultural trope of double consciousness:
Janie stood where he left her for unmeasured time and thought. She stood there
until something fell off the shelf inside her. Then she went inside there to see what it
was. . . . She found that she had a host of thoughts she had never expressed to him, and
numerous emotions she had never let Jody know about. Things packed up and put
away in parts of her heart where he could never find them. She was saving up feelings
for some man she had never seen. She had an inside and an outside now and suddenly
she knew how not to mix them. (72)
However, it should be noted at this point that Janie is not voiceless altogether throughout the
text. She knows that her tongue is “the only real weapon left to weak folks” and “the only killing
tool they are allowed to use in the presence of white folks” (186), as attested to, for instance, by
the violent dispute at the end of her marriage to Killicks. More crucially, her resistance to sexist
condescension by the Eatonville men robs Starks of “his illusion of irresistible maleness that all
men cherish” by assaulting him verbally: 
Naw, Ah ain’t no young gal no mo’ but den Ah ain’t no old woman neither. Ah reckon
Ah looks mah age too. But Ah’m uh woman every inch of me, and Ah know it. Dat’s uh
whole lot more’n you kin say. You big-bellies round here and put out a lot of brag, but
’tain’t nothin’ to it but yo’ big voice. Humph! Talkin’ ’bout me lookin’ old! When you
pull down yo’ britches, you look lak de change uh life. (79)
So Janie occasionally rebuts with voice, even though the rebellion is “the rock she was battered
against” (54). But the occasional emergence of Janie’s voice in the end leads her not to power but
to self-division. With divided-self, Janie actually could hold neither semantic capacity nor memory,
that is, stories to be told. Barbara Johnson and Henry Louis Gates, Jr. suggest that “the self-willed,
active, subjective synthesis is a remarkable trope of self-knowledge” (83). Janie then might be
more influenced by “emotion” and the sense of her body, which are part of our animal nature in
the widely held idea where “conscious linguistic capacities are distinctively human” (Einstein
210); thus, Janie in a way serves as Hurston’s rhetorical animal figure.
To expose Janie’s oppressed status in the hierarchical structure, the mule is a significant sym-
bolical figure in the text of Their Eyes. In the comparable condition of mules and African Ameri-
can slaves, according to Klaus Benesch, the mule is “a favorite symbol of Afro-American folklore,
a prominent object of identification for many black people, even long after Emancipation” (632-
33).3) This can be seen in Nanny’s words to Janie earlier in the novel: “So de white man throw
down de load and tell de nigger man tuh pick it up. He pick it up because he have to, but he don’t
tote it. He hand it to his womenfolks. De nigger woman is de mule uh de world so fur as Ah can
see” (14). Such comparable figuration indicates both a collective past and the role of the African-
American as well as the male-female relationships, also reflecting the postcolonial image of
“becoming-animals” as I have mentioned before. The figurative mule image of Janie is first sym-
bolically described in Killicks’s plan to buy for her a mule so “gentled up . . . even uh woman kin
handle ‘im” (27). Also when Matt Bonner and Starks negotiate the fate of a worn-out mule, the nar-
rative voice uses the image in order to highlight Janie’s oppression. We notice then Janie’s defen-
sive feeling for the weak: “A little war in defense of helpless things was going on inside her. People
ought to have some regard for helpless things. She wanted to fight about it” (57). Moreover, satiri-
cally invested with human features, the mule’s mock funeral, with similarities seen in the carrion
buzzards and their social hierarchy, makes these implications evident. Starks and Sam use the
mule’s carcass as a “platform” to deliver their speech mocking “everything human in death,” which
makes Starks “more solid than building the schoolhouse had done” (60); likewise, the flock of buz-
zards waits for their “white-headed leader” to open the feast, and soon after the speech, hierarchi-
cally descends on the mule’s carcass (61). The chorus dialogues among the buzzards about the
mule’s death are a kind of call and response within the African-American oral culture: ‘‘‘What
killed this man?’ The chorus answered, ‘Bare, bare fat’’’ (62). Hurston’s figuration in this way
shows that Janie, under the hierarchical structure of Starks, is in fact a figure of a mule suscepti-
ble to the owner’s (sexual) forceful gratification, representing all beings underprivileged because
of class, race, and gender. It is then clear that Janie’s degradation strongly correlates with the nar-
rative form. Here the omniscient third-person voice narrates her life story in a linear chronological
progression, and the narrator in Western, white, male formation cannot allow Janie to act as a
“subject,” whose personhood should possess “semantic autobiographical memory” to tell stories,
in the same way Janie is an “object” under the authority of the hierarchical social structure. Janie
is in the words of Wolter simply “a communal re-membering of the stories about one of
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Eatonville’s most glamorous and controversial characters” (237), not being the central narrator of
the novel even when she occupies the center of the narrated or narrative events.  
II
The sense of oneself as a person is constituted not just by cognitive memory components.
Regarding the Lockean view, Einstein explains that “it is not particularly surprising that Locke
gave short shrift to feelings, the emotions, moods, and the sense of one’s body” (210). To develop
the argument in a way Locke does not, that is “the conative components” of personhood, he sug-
gests William James’s account of “the stream of consciousness,” where James ties the capacity to
tell the story of one’s life to basic features of the conscious stream, features shared by other ani-
mals (211).
From the Lockean view, we have noticed the linear, hierarchical narrative form in the text of
Their Eyes. As some critics point out, on the other hand, the narrative form in Their Eyes, recon-
structing the chronological linearity of the text, turns the linear to the circular, the repetitive,
when Janie remembers her past and tells the story of her life to her friend, Pheoby, on the steps of
the “back” porch 4) of her house in Eatonville, where the story begins. While, as Gates states,
Nanny, a former slave woman,  narrates her slave narrative in a linear or metonymic manner, with
one event following another in chronological order, Janie narrates her tale in a circular narrative
replete with vivid, startling metaphors (192). The development in the novel is, therefore, from hier-
archical linearity to communal circularity, to borrow the words of Wolter, “from pulpit to back
porch” (236), not from the protagonist’s silence to voice.
In contrast to the linear narrative form in the omniscient third person we have seen, and here to
Nanny’s strategy of telling about her life, of preaching “a great sermon about colored women sit-
ting on high” (though “they wasn’t no pulpit 5)” for her) (16), Janie’s talk on the “back” porch is sig-
nificance in one respect. Since Nanny does not give Janie a chance to speak, her telling is not a
narrative of the circular, call-and-response interaction that is traditional in African-American cul-
ture. Janie and Pheoby, who are “kissin’-friends for twenty years,” on the other hand, sit “close
together” (7), neither elevated on high nor on the “front” porch, to which Nanny and Starks long
for access. What  Hurston emphasizes in this contrast of the narrative formation is the engender-
ing of male history in the chronological, patriarchal linearity, honoring a contrastive culture based
on communal principles. 
The story told by Janie is itself a text of episodes in the African-American cultural form, in
which the past is re-membered and preserved, alive in the circular and oral narrative on the back
porch, implying the concept of “counternarrative” as seen in Mae Henderson, which constitutes a
critique of linear narrative. 
Writing on Toni Morrison’s Beloved, Henderson talks about what she calls “counternarrative,”
where “by shifting the dominant white and male metaphor to a black and maternal metaphor for
self and history, Sethe effectively changes the plot and meaning of the story. . . . A story of oppres-
sion becomes a story of liberation; a story of inhumanity has been overwritten as a story of higher
humanity” (qtd. in Homans 11). When Janie tells her re-membered past stories, there is also asso-
ciation with Morrison, the relationship among past, memory, and consciousness, reminding us of
the concept of Morrison’s “rememory.” Marianne Hirsch comments on “rememory” that “rememo-
ry is neither memory nor forgetting, but memory combined with (the threat of) repetitions. . . .
[Memory] and forgetting are replaced by the strange third option Morrison calls rememory: repeti-
tion + memory, not simply a recollection of the past but its return, its re-presentation, its re-incar-
nation, and thereby the re-vision of memory itself” (96, 107). Caroline Rody also defines
“rememory” as something that “transforms memory into a property of consciousness with the
heightened imaginative power sufficient to the ethnic historical novel’s claim to represent the
past” (102). The concept, then, leads us to the opening paragraph of the text of Their Eyes, which
says that “Now, women forget all those things they don’t want to remember, and remember every-
thing they don’t want to forget” (1). Beginning with this statement, as Wolter points out, the narra-
tive voice implies that although it may superficially follow the chronological progression of the
narrated events, the voice is interested much more in “re-collecting and re-membering those
episodes which it finds meaningful,” than in presenting time as the line of history in a straight plot
(238). By controlling the process of memory, which is according to Johnson and Gates “an active
subjective process figured in the pun on (re)membering” (74-5), Janie narrates her own past,
whose central plot is that of her desire or dream, 6) in the African-American communal form.
Janie’s narrative, structured on the re-membered episodes, constantly turns back upon itself,
though the chronological progression is in a sense inevitable “due to the human system of memory
as episodic recollection” (Wolter 238). The major steps of Janie’s life are in fact not much changed:
Janie’s three marriages are essentially similar in circumstance, built on a binary or hierarchical
model of reality, although it is expected here that each marriage could bring about a change to a
new setting in Janie’s life story. 
In contrast to Killicks and Starks, who act for control and authority, Janie’s third marriage to
Tea Cake is assumed to signify passion and romance,7) foregrounding two conflicting ideological
positions. With the passionate relationship, Hurston associates metaphors of natural fertility and
sexuality; thus, Tea Cake should represent a complete reversal that fulfills Janie’s “dream.” One of
the text’s most important images, the pear tree metaphor, signifies Janie’s dream as an orgasmic
tree fertilized by careless bees’ pollination, a symbol of her emerging self-love and sexuality: 
She was stretched on her back beneath the pear tree soaking in the alto chant of the
visiting bees, the gold of the sun and the panting breath of the breeze when the inaudi-
ble voice of it all came to her. She saw a dust-bearing bee sink into the sanctum of a
bloom; the thousand sister-calyxes arch to meet the love embrace and the ecstatic
shiver of the tree from root to tiniest branch creaming in every blossom and frothing
with delight. So this was a marriage! She had been summoned to behold a revelation.
(11)
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As we see here, Janie seeks confirmation of the voice and vision, feeling “an answer seeking
her”; she is “waiting for the world to be made” (11). Janie, then, internalizes this image and uses it
to figure her life―presently to make her own narrative voice.
Furthermore, the third marriage, in its identification not only with passionate love but also with
Tea Cake’s own class and race, illustrates the drastic shift of values in Janie’s life, the shift into life
which is not very immune to the influence of white American capitalist society. Tea Cake is not
associated with social order, but rather is described as play and disorder, without any material
value. Although the community “on the muck” exists within the essentially hierarchical frame-
work, it is free of legislative power structures like Starks’s since people are not permanent resi-
dents and are in a constant state of flux. Hurston at this point admits the ideology of romantic
pastoralism rather than that of bourgeois capitalism, indicating that capitalist ideology is destruc-
tive of life and love. Within such a community “on the muck,” Janie is certainly most content with
Tea Cake; Tea Cake offers her consolation and support, in other words, the possibility of being
understood personally and immediately, rather than as a sterile being. 
As many critics have asserted, however, Tea Cake in fact cannot be “an emblem of Janie’s libera-
tion” (Simmons 188). S. Jay Walker argues, for instance, that Hurston “betrays Janie’s gradual
resistance to traditional role stereotypes by confining her for a third time to the traditional pattern
of the male-female relationship” (qtd. in Benesch 634); Michael Awkward contends that “Janie,
despite scores of interpretations to the contrary, is here a submissive woman, suppressing her will
to fit the needs of an exceedingly charming, but nonetheless frequently domineering, husband”
(37). Because of his destructive nature, Tea Cake fails to alternatively signify a positive figure of
passion, instead of Janie’s previous husbands; Wolter says that “as mentor and protector he is the
ultimate failure in the novel” (240). Remaining a submissive, suppressed woman who faces occa-
sional crises and physical violence, even with Tea Cake, Janie is not entirely free from oppression
and violence, which is clearly shown in her stunning silence when Tea Cake beats her: “Being able
to whip her reassured him in possession. No brutal beating at all. He just slapped her around a bit
to show he was boss. . . . The way he petted and pampered her as if those two or three face slaps
had nearly killed her made the women see visions and the helpless way she hung on him made
men dream dreams” (147). Where Tea Cake is “as brutally possessive and insensitive” as Killicks
and Starks had been (qtd. in Wolter 239), Janie’s submission, her passive acceptance of Tea Cake’s
sometimes aggressively sexist behavior, persists: sexual violence is in a sense accepted and justi-
fied symbolically as a sign of passion, namely a sign of Janie’s “dream” of “pollination.” The men’s
treatment of Janie is after all not so different in all the roles assigned to her, from mule-like ser-
vant, to wife, to passionate lover. 
Janie’s “dream,” at the core of her/Hurston’s plotting, in this way enacts and serves to present
“the dominant white and male metaphor,” while Janie, with her “internalized memory,” like Sethe
in Beloved, changes it into “a story of higher humanity” by commanding a narrative form of the
African-American female circularity of orality. As she is symbolically and originally known in her
childhood as “Alphabet,” implying the possibility of so many “different names” (9), so her self-divi-
sion suggests, in another sense, potential within herself to shape a definite identity. When Janie,
talking about “how not to mix them [inside and outside],” discovers the necessity of self-division
in the incompatible forces of selves, it protects her very essence from men’s physical and verbal
abuse; in other words, Janie’s ability to identify the split self helps her acquire a sort of power
even though her body makes a show of obedience. By using the figures of “outside” and “inside,”
Hurston allows her protagonist to articulate her own sense of self-division so that her imagination
asserts itself. Janie’s quest in Their Eyes, therefore, is always a quest for a consciousness of her
own, “inside,” rather than for voice, which functions for Janie as a power actually leading to her
psychological reincarnation. 
According to David Rubin and Daniel Greenberg, there is “a long tradition in philosophy and
psychology from very different theoretical perspectives that claims we often (or always) think in
words, that we talk to ourselves, and that this inner speech is equated with consciousness” (59). In
recognizing that “speakerly rhetoric” is insufficient to posit identity (Bond 211), Janie makes a
statement at the end of the novel that significantly casts doubt on the relevance of oral speech:
‘Course, talkin’ don’t amount tuh a hill uh beans when yuh can’t do nothin’ else. . . .
Pheoby, you got tuh go there tuh know there. Yo’ papa and yo’ mama and nobody else
can’t tell yuh and show yuh. Two things everybody’s got tuh do fuh theyselves. They
got tuh go tuh God, and they got tuh find out about livin’ fuh theyselves. (192)
This comment of Janie’s implies, as Mary Helen Washington articulates, a kind of criticism of
the culture that celebrates orality to the exclusion of inner growth (105), although her/the author’s
own culture honors the oral art. So to reveal interiority, the internal consciousness of the narrated
protagonist Janie, Hurston/the omniscient third person narrator here comes to take the role of an
informing narrative consciousness. There is a prominent similar concept, called “free indirect dis-
course” by Johnson and Gates, that “attempts to represent ‘consciousness without the apparent
intrusion of a narrative voice,’ thereby ‘presenting the illusion of a character’s acting out his [or
her] mental state in an immediate relationship with the reader’’’ (77). Hurston’s narrative strategy,
likewise, makes the internal consciousness ―“the stream of consciousness”―visible, foreground-
ing this technique of narrative.
Questing for consciousness, Janie is in the words of Johnson and Gates “a ‘silent’ but ‘speaking’
character” (79). Beginning with the figurative memory of the pear tree in Janie’s mind, the narra-
tive further reflects her conscious feelings symbolically as she first observes a vision of herself:
“One day she sat and watched the shadows of herself going about tending store and prostrating
itself before Jody, while all the time she herself sat under a shady tree with the wind blowing
through her hair and her clothes” (77). The courtroom scene, which occurs before she returns to
Eatonville, is the crucial place where Janie is expected to speak as the subject of the story. We
hear that Janie speaks at her trial, but her voice is not heard in front of an all-white, all-male jury.
The story of Janie’s murder of Tea Cake is told entirely in the third person narrative voice, for
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example: “she had to go way back to let them know how she and Tea Cake had been with one
another so they could see she could never shoot Tea Cake out of malice” (187). To explore effec-
tively Janie’s internal consciousness, Hurston here fuses Janie’s and the narrator’s consciousness
into one, by using Janie’s “silence”― inarticulate thoughts―which the narrator interprets. Janie
has developed her capacity to speak “silently” her own story as a ‘‘‘silent’ but ‘speaking’ character”;
silence becomes security in her life. Hurston tells us that down in the Everglades, Janie could “lis-
ten and laugh and even talk some herself” (134), but in fact, only in Eatonville after the trial, do we
hear Janie speaking to Pheoby in her own “voice.”
Read as an almost biblical symbol of destruction and creation, as Wolter suggests, the hurricane
could be “the leveling deluge prior to [Janie’s] regeneration” (243). After Tea Cake’s death, Janie
cannot remain in the Everglades even though “they begged her to stay on with them and she had
stayed a few weeks to keep them from feeling bad” (191). It is not only because now for Janie, the
muck only means Tea Cake and “Tea Cake wasn’t there” (191), but also because the meanings of
the text have been transferred from the external world to her interior― to her feelings and memo-
ries. Tea Cake is relegated to Janie’s memory; he is only alive in a particular part of her conscious-
ness. Serving as a symbol of her remembrance of Tea Cake and their relationship, the only thing
she brings with her to Eatonville is a package of garden seed that Tea Cake had bought to plant:
the seeds “reminded Janie of Tea Cake more than anything else” (191). The return to Eatonville―
to the “White House”―shows that Janie, free from the threat of oppression and violence, acquires
her own “voice” and self, and also lasting peace of mind. Not attempting to participate in the com-
munity in Eatonville, which she once longed to join, but choosing to live alone,8) she can finally
find lasting “peace” in the abiding presence of Tea Cake in her consciousness: “Tea Cake, with the
sun for a shawl. Of course he wasn’t dead. He could never be dead until she herself had finished
feeling and thinking. The kiss of his memory made pictures of love and light against the wall”
(193). For Janie, consciousness outside the physical world is the place where her “dream” can
come true, where she can actually have a “voice”―but silently― that can attest to an action and
its real “power,” revealing “a state of mind” (Racine 291). Janie acknowledges, to borrow the
words of Racine, that “voice is more than speech” (291), and that voice is extremely personal. 
With the memory, her past is thus relived in her solitude, as the last voice testifies: “She pulled
in her horizon like a great fish-net. Pulled it from around the waist of the world and draped it over
her shoulder. So much of life in its meshes! She called in her soul to come and see” (193). By the
“graceful obligation of silence” (qtd. in Racine 283), Janie ultimately achieves her own vision―
self― in herself, an achievement that indicates not merely the reconciliation of her “inside” and
“outside,” but suggests “a maximum of self-control over the division between self and other”
(Johnson and Gates 83). The image of the pear tree, the core of Hurston’s plotting, finally bridges
the gap between the inside and outside figures in Janie’s life, encompassing her memories, her
consciousness, and ultimately her soul. That is achieved through anthropologist Zora Neale
Hurston’s skillful narrative strategy, an attainment of what perhaps African-Americans were long
denied.
III
In an essay entitled “How It Feels To Be Colored Me,” Hurston asserts:
I AM NOT tragically colored. There is no great sorrow dammed up in my soul, nor lurk-
ing behind my eyes. I do not mind at all. I do not belong to the sobbing school of
Negrohood who hold that nature somehow has given them a low-down dirty deal and
whose feelings are all hurt about it. (“How It Feels” 153)
Hurston would no doubt be critical of the idea that Afro-Americans are beings who “only react
to an omnipresent racial oppression, whose culture is ‘derived’ where different, and whose psy-
ches are in the main ‘pathological’ 9)” (Gates 199). Clear in her distaste for the pathological image
of the African-American, and saying, “I have no separate feeling about being an American citizen
and colored,” which echoes the concept of Du Bois’s “double consciousness,” Hurston establishes
the African-American female protagonist questing for consciousness who “speaks” silently with
her own “voice.” By so doing, what she attempts is to resolve the dichotomy of “double conscious-
ness” within the circular, communal form of African-American culture, honoring it over the white
patriarchal culture.
Assuming a binary or hierarchical model of reality, the power of the authoritative figure, there-
fore, pervades the story, as Janie’s sequential husbands are always described as abusive oppres-
sors, even Tea Cake. But it is not because Hurston wishes to exhibit by “the black-woman-as-mule
image” the misery and oppression that arise out of the biased laws and customs of society (Robert
45); nor is it merely because Hurston needs to treat many social determinants such as class, race,
and gender, including sexuality, in order to construct the novel. What Hurston, being a folklorist, is
considerably interested in is establishing a protagonist who represents a powerful black cultural
voice, meaningfully participating in black folk tradition. Recognizing the cultural significance of
the black oral tradition, she synthesizes the chronological linearity or the linear quest pattern of
the literate tradition with the African-American circular form―― a unification Gates aptly
describes as “a third mediating term,10)” whose discourse represents the collective black communi-
ty’s speech and thought, rather than that of an individual character.
To establish a cultural voice in this way, Pheoby, a “kissin’-friend” of twenty years (7), is an
essential figure, on whose readership Janie’s narration depends: if Janie is “the teller of the tale,”
then Pheoby is “the bearer of the tale” (qtd. in Washington XIV) since she is a friend upon whom
Janie depends “for a good thought” (7). When Janie talks to Pheoby just before she starts to tell
her historical, experimental story with Tea Cake, her voice is collaborative and communal, demon-
strating that her mind is closely connected to the collective spirit of the Afro-American oral tradi-
tion: “You can tell ’em what Ah say if you wants to. Dat’s just de same as me ’cause mah tongue is
in mah friend’s mouf” (6). Gaining a cultural voice, not only with Pheoby but also with her own
people, Janie integrates herself reflectively in the shared voice. By the end of the story, the individ-
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ual narrator switches a linear autobiography into the African-American call-and-response of circu-
larity, not into another authoritative voice. 
After Janie comes to the end of narrating her story, Pheoby exclaims: “Lawd! Ah done growed
ten feet higher from jus’ listenin’ tuh you, Janie. Ah ain’t satisfied wid maself no mo’’’ (192). Janie’s
quest for consciousness, that is conscious experience, not only changes but also uplifts spiritually
both herself and Pheoby as the listener and “the bearer.” Being a woman who is, Washington artic-
ulates, “standing within the traditional role of women” and “the one most suited to take the mes-
sage back to the community” (XV), Pheoby benefits from listening to Janie’s tale, even if Janie
could not otherwise effect change from the telling of it. Pheoby will take both the story and the
“message” back to the community, the message Janie incessantly explores in dialogue as one of
African American women. The narrative frame thus functions as Hurston’s vehicle for presenting
the communal and archetypal aspects of Janie’s quest and final posture, and furthermore, for sug-
gesting her sisterhood with Pheoby.
The “message” Hurston conveys through the text in Their Eyes is after all that rendered by an
act of consciousness, “the stream of consciousness,” with an intimate relation to the narrative
structure. The narrative is, in the words of Johnson and Gates, “speaker-less,” because of its “pre-
sentation of a perspective outside the normal communication paradigm that usually characterizes
language” (84). When Janie stops narrating her own story, and holds her experiences within her
consciousness as knowledge, it is as if language limits something inside her. There is “a finished
silence” between Janie and Pheoby after Janie’s story, when to Janie, “everything around down-
stairs was shut and fastened” (192). Accepting even possessive love and authority, and then
achieving “peace”―ultimately “freedom,” she now knows that her personal vision or self exists
only in this “silence,” that is, consciousness. As Hurston herself proves in Moses, Man of the
Mountain, “Freedom was something internal. The outside signs were just signs and symbols of
the man inside. All you could do was to give the opportunity for freedom and the man himself
must make his own emancipation” (282). Janie’s “freedom” is silent but acting, that is the achieve-
ment of Janie’s/Hurston’s quest for specific narrative strategy, the interplay between conscious-
ness and narrative.
NOTE
1) Ryan Simmons says with regard to authority:  “authority is not a simple matter of physical or intellec-
tual coercion. The social and psychological complexities of power . . . are difficult to articulate.
Hurston’s Their Eyes Were Watching God is one extended attempt to articulate these complexities”
(181).
2) DuBois discusses in The Souls of Black Folk: “It is a peculiar sensation, this double consciousness,
this sense of always looking at one’s self through the eyes of others, of measuring one’s soul by the tape
of a world that looks on in amused contempt and pity. One ever feels his two-ness,―an American, a
Negro; two souls, two thoughts, two unreconciled strivings; two warring ideals in one dark body, whose
dogged strength alone keeps it from being torn asunder. The history of the American Negro is the histo-
ry of this strife,― this longing to attain self-conscious manhood, to merge his double self into a better
and truer self” (364―65).
3) Characteristically, according to Benesch, mules, which are considered “workhorses,” are “not only
bought and sold, driven to work and, most of the time, malnourished, but are also strong, stubborn, and
unpredictable” (633).
4) According to Wolter, the porch serves as “the center of black communal life and of a culture of call-
and-response interaction” (235). Starks’s “front” porch, being, to borrow the words of Dixson, “a gather-
ing place for the town, mostly the men” (qtd. in Wolter 236), stands for gender discrimination and Janie’s
confinement; also Wolter mentions Dianne Sadoff: “the porch tales reveal the men’s insistence on female
submission and inferiority, while they enhance masculine pride and encourage male solidarity” (qtd. in
Wolter 236).
5) Also according to Wolter, the pulpit represents “an elevated stage for an individual to preach down to
a group” (235).
6) With regard to “dream,” Margaret Homans comments that “women’s desires need still to be told and
heard, as feminist narrative theorists would argue, and attention to the social formations in which
women’s desires are embedded, and thus to the specificity and wide variety of those desires, means the
creation of new narrative forms in which those desires are becoming legible” (14).
7) The relationship with Tea Cake reflects a part of Hurston’s autobiography, a man she had just ended
with when she went to Jamaica, where she wrote Their Eyes. She says, “The plot was far from the cir-
cumstances, but I tried to embalm all the tenderness of my passion for him in Their Eyes Were Watch-
ing God” (qtd. in Bond 212).
8) On the negative side of this, Washington comments that “Janie, having returned to the community she
once rejected, is left in a position of interiority so total it seems to represent another structure of con-
finement” (105).
9) This image is what Albert Murray, the writer and social critic, calls “the Social Science Fiction Mon-
ster” (qtd. in Gates 199).
10) Johnson and Gates assert that “this sort of anonymous, collective, free indirect discourse is not only
unusual, but quite possibly was Hurston’s innovation” (83). They also describe this as Hurston’s “word
pictures” and “thought pictures” (84).
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